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Financial Meltdown 2.0: Covid Vax Kills Life Insurers
BY MIKE / 21 FEBRUARY 2022

Yogi Berra called and he says he’s got Deja Vu like it’s the 2008 �nancial crisis all over again.

In 2008, formerly staid and respectable mortgage lenders found themselves at huge risk from stupid

government policies forcing them to lend to people who could not pay back. Never fear, they had spread
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the risk in the secondary market, which should have had a stabilizing effect, but ended up more like a

circular �ring squad with banks toppling like dominoes.

History does not repeat, but it rhymes: 

In 2021, staid, respectable, and conservative insurance

companies suddenly found themselves at huge risk from

bad government policies over Covid and adverse reactions

to the vaccines, with a statistically improbable increase

(average 40%) in insured deaths among prime working age

people. Edward Dowd (a former BlackRock stock picker)

said in interviews with Steve Bannon and Alex Jones, that

life insurers turned to the reinsurance market to diversify their biggest risks, and paid premiums which

did not look like a good deal at the time, but may turn out to be brilliant business.

As Dowd said, who will be left holding the bag? Will it turn into a circular �ring squad of risk handoffs that

will bring down most of the insurance market? Also, insurers do not like to pay out for risks they didn’t

factor in – in France, some life insurers are trying to classify death by “voluntarily” taking experimental

vaccines as suicide. In the USA it is more likely to become huge litigation against big Pharma, unless the

government bails out the insurers.

Actually, it is clear, just as it was in 2008, who will be left holding the bag – the people, through increased

premiums, increased taxation, and increased money printing.
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As a nice note, an article on TownHall.com asked if the unvaxxed will have the last laugh – what if the

unvaxxed, like non smokers, got a better price for life insurance?

Notes: 

The Edward Dowd interview on InfoWars. The insurance crisis is discussed about minute 16. 

El Gato Malo, AKA Bad Cattitude on SubStack talks about Bayesian Data Crimes making the vaccines

appear effective.
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Jamesimus Prime • 15 days ago

• Reply •
Didn't Think of that did ya?
 7△ ▽

LiveFree  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> Jamesimus Prime

In order to implement the "grand new society"-- the original must be destroyed.

Otherwise people will want to escape the grand new society for what was once free.
 4△ ▽

tm1824 • 15 days ago • edited

• Reply •

If you were stupid enough to take the an experimental vax without doing any research, so be what it
may; do not complain to me about the side effects. Always do you your research and follow the real
science; not the political rhetoric. oh yea FJB! let go freedom convoy!!!

 37△ ▽

Richard The Impaler  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> tm1824

Unfortunately, most of my extended family are vaxxed :(. They got it kind of early (because some
of them are elderly) and had no reason to suspect there was anything wrong. There were people
worried about it, but, until last year, they were the same people who think ALL vaccines are bad
ALL the time. I don't know how my immediate family and I escaped it. My wife WAS less hesitant
about it than me until Biden convinced her not to take it (when Biden said you MUST get it she is
like, HELL NO!). The more government and big business pushed the vaxes the less inclined we
were to do them. Now, I will lose business rather than take that thing.

 14△ ▽
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CavityMan  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> Richard The Impaler

Anyone with a rational mind should have questioned being afraid of a disease with a
99.99% survivability. And, anyone with a rational mind should have at least questioned a
highly experimental technology with 2 months of research. And, anyone with a rational
mind should have realized that the jab couldn't be undone. Luckily, I have a rational mind.

 26△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> CavityMan

99.8% of US patients under age 60 who are infected with Covid have survived.
The IFR gets much worse s one gets older, especially over age 80.
You 99.99% claim is misinformation for Covid, although it might apply to Omicron,
which is a new coronavirus common cold, not a new Covid variant.
 1△  ▽ 1

YogicCowboy  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

It does not get "much worse" - which means that you have yourself posted
misinformation.

Cholera has produced real epidemics in the past. None of this - for any age -
qualifies as a epidemic/pandemic in historical context.

By the bye, very old people are vulnerable to succumbing to just about any
infection; the so-called COVID is therefore not exceptional!
 5△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 15 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> YogicCowboy

You are a liar. or a fool, or both.
Covid caused many premature deaths of the elderly,
especially in 2020. Were you asleep for that year?
They may not have had that many years left but they deserved to enjoy what
years they did have left.
I guess you don't care because they were already old ?
CDC estimates one million excess deaths in 2020 and 2021 combined. Many
were older people dying prematurely.
 1△  ▽ 4

mike  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

Turn off your TV it is all propaganda just like Facebook and Google. The CDC has
been caught inflating the numbers 3 times in the last 2 years. Only follow free
speech platforms.
 3△ ▽

doublesixsixman • 14 days ago> mike
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doublesixsixman  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> mike

Provide another source of total US deaths in a year,
or shut up.
 1△  ▽ 1

mike  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

The flu has been killing the old and infirm for thousands of years. How can you
make a vaccine for a virus that has never been isolated? The CDC still has no live
sample so how can you make a vax?
 3△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> mike

Do you believe the one million excess deaths in 2020 and 2021 combined were
caused by fairy dust, not Covid?
 1△  ▽ 1

mike  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

2019 had close to the same number of deaths from the flu. In 2020 zero deaths
from the flu. They just blamed covid based on the PCR test that the Nobel Prize
winning Dr Kary Mullis (inventor of the PCR test) stated repeatedly can not detect
disease! Here is a link. https://www.bitchute.com/se...
 2△ ▽

mike  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

There were no excess deaths, it was the same rate as the typical flue season.
Funny how there were no flue deaths, really? Wake up from your sleep.
 1△ ▽

SSGT_USA1(AUDIT EVERY STATE)  • 15 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

Not true..even the CDC had to finally admit that all of the so-called covid deaths
were not caused by covid..75% died having tested positive, not from an actual
case of covid. BIG DIFFERENCE!!! and we all know the test kits are notoriously
INACCURATE!!!
 3△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 14 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> SSGT_USA1(AUDIT EVERY STATE)

Most of the excess deaths in 2020 and 2021 were caused by Covid. The CDC
admitted no such thing as you are claiming. And we didn't need the CDC to realize
the primary cause of so many more deaths than in a typical year.
 1△  ▽ 2

SSGT_USA1(AUDIT EVERY STATE)  • 14 days ago> doublesixsixman
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• Reply •
LIAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 1△ ▽

Scrimmerman  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

It must suck not being a critical thinker.
 6△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 14 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Scrimmerman

In defense of my critical thinking skills, I am unvaxed, and have over 100 articles
on adverse Covid vaccine side effects on one of my three blogs:

www(DOT)ElectionCircus(DOT)Blogspot(DOT)com

I also have a BS degree, an MBA degree, retired at age 51, giving up a six figure
income in 2004, to live on my investments, and as a hobby, I also publish a
climate science and energy blog (link below) that has had over 289,000 visits.
What are your lifetime accomplishments? Other than the ability to post childish,
generic character attacks?

www(DOT)ELOnionBloggle(DOT)Blogspot(DOT)com
 1△  ▽ 2

DJSetay  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

It's worth mentioning, that the average age of death from covid, is a few years
HIGHER than the national average age of death.

It's also worth mentioning, that national Covid policy never really included early
treatment. It was "Go home and try to stay comfortable... and if you have trouble
breathing or your nails turn purple or lips turn blue, come to the hospital".

Given there have been early treatment therapeutics since about May/June 2020,
that is just medical malpractice. Yes, elderly are more vulnerable, but 100s of
thousands have died needlessly because of the suppression of early treatment
(Unless you were a member of Congress, or their family...)
 3△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 14 days ago> DJSetay

The age of death is irrelevant if you are the person that died prematurely. Covid
mainly killed the elderly in 2020 but the disease affected more younger (under age
65) people in 2021.

The lack of early treatment is medical malpractice at the highest level since the
Nazis. The demonization or ivermectin and HCQ, among others, is medical
malpractice. I told my my own doctor that the US medical professions reputation,
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• Reply •

following their non-response to Covid after patients have positive PCR tests, is in
the toilet, and will stay there for years to come.
 2△  ▽ 1

mike  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

Your words, liar, and fool will come back to haunt you.
 1△ ▽

mike  • 13 days ago

• Reply •

> mike

Moderator I did not write this post either. I think I've been spoofed! Please look into
this. I didn't no it was possible here?
△ ▽

Scrimmerman  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> YogicCowboy

BINGO and BRAVO, SIR!
 2△ ▽

Freddie theDog  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> CavityMan

The great crime is I bet most normies think covid had a 90% death rate because
the media pushed that narrative. How many of them even saw the statistics we
did? Few I bet. And now when it is clear we were lied to about everything, no way
are they going to believe they were wrong-- betrayed by the state. If they do wake
up, all hell is breaking loose.
 2△ ▽

SSGT_USA1(AUDIT EVERY STATE)  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> Freddie theDog

at least 40% of the jabbed will suffer from serious side effects or or death from the
jabs and boosters.....their bodies are a ticking time bomb waiting to go off......
 1△ ▽

nabiru  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> CavityMan

You have critical thinking .
 1△ ▽

Idont Dogmail  • 15 days ago • edited> Richard The Impaler

"had no reason to suspect there was anything wrong". Well, those of us that REFUSED to
COMPLY would disagree with you! There was EVERY REASON for anyone with a brain
to SUSPECT EVERYTHING about this COVID Plandemic! Stop making excuses! Nature
is NOT KIND and will weed out the weak, whether they are physically weak or mentally,
nature makes no distinction! Fight nature and she will bite you in the a$$! Stop trying to
defend the weak with justifications for their ignorance! I said it at the beginning, and I will
say it now - I would rather die free enjoying life, than hiding like a qunt in my basement!
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• Reply • 2△ ▽

mauloa  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> Richard The Impaler

We (82 and 88) chose not to take the vaccine -- caught Omicron this year - survived just
fine. It still leaves us unvaccinated and "limited freedom" by government. We are retired,
but those of you who suffer the lose of business, associates and freedoms - I applaud you
- in the end, it will be you who win this war.

 13△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 15 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> mauloa

Smart move.
The elderly who are most vulnerable to Covid infection spike proteins ... are also
most vulnerable to spike proteins created by the vaccines.

Omicron is a common cold unrelated to the much more deadly Covid variants. It is
NOT a Covid variant, It is a coronavirus common cold.
 2△  ▽ 1

mauloa  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

Thanks for the "smart move" compliment. All too often we seniors are blown off
thinking we are too far gone to make such decisions! We "old dogs" sometimes
have the answer which comes from lots of experience. We also come from an era
where you "toughed out" illnesses, picked yourself up and moved on. It seems to
have worked for us:) Two aspirin and lots of Vicks on your chest took care of most
things!
 2△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> mauloa

I'm 68 so I'm a senior too.
My Rules of Thumb

-- More years = more wisdom
-- More years = less hair on head, but more brains in head

Live long and prosper (although you two already have)

Remember the good old days when no one needed a test to know they had a
respiratory disease, And they stayed home until they felt better without
government mandates?
 2△ ▽

mauloa  • 14 days ago> doublesixsixman

Welcome to the "sane generation"! When a birthday rolls around "you are not a
ld b l bl !" E j h h ll d h
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• Reply •

year older but you are a year more valuable!" Enjoy them as they roll around - the
ride is great!
 1△ ▽

mike  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

You fried your brains on drugs in the 60''s and it shows.
 1△ ▽

mike  • 13 days ago

• Reply •

> mike

Moderator I did not write this post. I think I've been spoofed !
△ ▽

DJSetay  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

No... omicron is an ADE driven variant of SARS CoV2, with an R-naught rivaling
that of Measles. Measles has a generally considered R-naught of 12-18, and is
extremely contagious. The actual R-naught of measles and omicron is probably
closer to 8-14.

For many folks, especially unvaccinated people who have had SARS CoV 2
"original" or Delta, it may have very minimal symptoms, even just a case of the
sniffles.

Elderly with ANY age related disease challenge are certainly more vulnerable to
respiratory infections, whether viral or bacterial.
 1△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 14 days ago> DJSetay

Omicron has 30 mutations of the spike protein versus Delta Covid. A true new
SARS 2 variant would have only one or two spike protein mutations.

Omicron has the same sympotoms as any other corononavirus common cold. It s
symptoms do not resenble Delta Covid.

When a new coronoavirus disease has the SAME symptoms as a common cold,
it is a common cold.

The fact that Omicron spreads very easily does NOT change it's description away
from a new common cold.

Every statement you made in your comment is wrong.

Omicron has minimal symptoms in almost every infected person, just like a
common cold. Of course a very sickly elderly person can have their common cold
lead to pneumonia and death, but those are rare exceptions.
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• Reply •

It is very easy for a PCR test to detect a virus. The PCR test will detect 52
different viruses. Sometimes even dead viruses But if the patient's respiratory
symptoms are severe, it's very unlikely that the patient has Omicron.
 1△ ▽

mike  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

PCR test is not effective, per the CDC.
 1△ ▽

mike  • 13 days ago

• Reply •

> mike

Moderator this post has been altered and changed. NOT BY ME!
△ ▽

mike  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> doublesixsixman

2019 had close to the same number of deaths from the flu. In 2020 zero 
deaths from the flu. They just blamed covid, based on the PCR test that 
the Nobel Prize winning Dr Kary Mullis (inventor of the PCR test) stated
repeatedly can not detect disease! Here are some links.
https://www.bitchute.com/vi...
https://www.bitchute.com/vi...
https://www.bitchute.com/vi...
https://www.bitchute.com/vi...
free speech is necessary!
△ ▽

Mixitup4645  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> Richard The Impaler

Sounds like you married a smart lady. Good for you!!
 2△ ▽

doublesixsixman  • 15 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Richard The Impaler

You didn't take medical advice from our early dementia president who was never bright in
his best years? The man who often calls dingbat Kamala "president" when he gets
confused during a teleprompter reading? Jumpin' Joe Biden is my "go to guy" for all
questions on science, medicine and any other complicated subjects, such as nuclear
physics and quantum mechanics.
 2△ ▽

Tom Ford  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> Richard The Impaler

You have a wise wife - good!
My immediate family was turned off by the idea of a gene therapy experiment, with NO
long-term testing.
△ ▽
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p y

NITZAKHON  • 14 days ago

• Reply •

> Richard The Impaler

The Jab has become a religion.

⛺

 2△ ▽

BETSY*ROSS*was*WOKE  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> tm1824

I agree for the most part, other than the People that were forced to submit or lose their Job. 
But for those that submitted with no coercion than Yes it is on them.
 4△ ▽

Goldmonger  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> BETSY*ROSS*was*WOKE

It's the people afraid of losing their jobs that are destroying this country. Do not comply for
any reason. You only get one life.
 7△ ▽

mike  • 15 days ago> Goldmonger

Live free or die! It is that simple. PUREBLOOD!
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• Reply •
p

 2△ ▽

BMIC  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> BETSY*ROSS*was*WOKE

No one was "forced".
EVERYONE had the ability to do their own research and just maybe make a tough
decision about the line of work they also chose.
No.
No one was "forced"
 3△  ▽ 7

Napues  • 15 days ago

• Reply •

> BMIC

Painting with a pretty broad brush, aren't you?
 4△ ▽

Under Dog  • 15 days ago> BMIC

Plenty of folks out there will go to jail if they don't pay their curt-ordered child
support.
Uh, I consider the threat of jail time "forced."
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